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IEEE Guide for the Application of Neutral 
Grounding in Electrical Utility Systems, 
Part IV—Distribution

1. Scope

This section of the guide is concerned with the neutral grounding of single- and three-phase alternating current (ac)
electric utility primary distribution systems with nominal voltages in the range of 2.4 kV to 34.5 kV. For the purpose
of this guide, the term “distribution” includes the substation providing power to distribution feeders, the distribution
feeders, and the distribution transformers providing service at utilization voltages. The scope of this guide does not
include the grounding of the low-voltage secondary systems supplied by distribution transformers, or consumer-
owned facilities that are covered by other standards such as the National Electrical Code (NEC) [B6].

2. Classes of Distribution Systems Grounding

Distribution systems are classified as being either grounded or ungrounded.

2.1 Ungrounded Systems

Ungrounded systems have the secondary windings of the distribution substation transformer connected either in
ungrounded delta or ungrounded wye, with the former connection being more common. The distribution feeders are
three-wire three-phase and two-wire single-phase circuits. Surge arresters are connected from phase conductor directly
to earth, or to the grounded equipment tank or frame, either directly or through a spark gap.

2.2 Grounded Systems

Grounded systems usually are derived from a distribution substation transformer with wye-connected secondary
windings and with the neutral point of the windings solidly grounded or connected to ground through a
noninterrupting, current-limiting device such as a reactor, etc. A grounding transformer may also be used to establish
a grounded system. The circuits associated with grounded distribution systems generally have a neutral conductor
connected to the supply grounding point. The neutral conductor of the distribution circuits may be connected to earth
at frequent intervals (multigrounded), or it may be fully insulated and have no other earth connection except at the
1
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source (unigrounded). In three-wire unigrounded systems, a neutral conductor is not run with each circuit, but the
system is grounded through the connections of the substation transformer or grounding transformer. The neutral
conductor associated with the primary feeders of multigrounded neutral distribution systems is connected to earth at
intervals specified by national or local codes. It is also common practice to bond this neutral conductor to surge-
arrester ground leads and to all noncurrent-carrying parts, such as equipment tanks and guy wires, and to interconnect
it with the secondary neutral conductor or grounded conductor. In some situations, the same neutral conductor is used
for both the primary and secondary systems. There is some variation in this practice, however, and some utilities do not
interconnect the primary and secondary neutral conductors nor bond the neutral to the guy wire. If no direct
interconnection is made, the secondary neutral conductor may be connected to the primary neutral conductor through
a spark gap or arrester.

Surge arresters on multigrounded neutral systems are connected directly to earth, and their grounding conductor may
be interconnected directly to the primary neutral conductor and equipment tanks. They may also be interconnected
with the secondary neutral at transformer installations.

2.3 Four-Wire Unigrounded Systems

Four-wire unigrounded systems are systems where the primary neutral conductor is insulated at all points except at the
source. The neutral conductor in these systems is connected to the neutral point of the source transformer windings and
to ground. Distribution transformers usually are connected between phase and neutral conductors, with the surge
arrester connected between phase and ground. Some four-wire unigrounded systems use an arrester between the
neutral conductor and ground. A spark gap may also be used at the distribution transformer between its secondary
neutral and arrester ground to provide better surge protection to the transformer windings. The principal advantage of
four-wire unigrounded systems is the greater ground relaying sensitivity that can be obtained in comparison to
multigrounded systems (see 3.4).

2.4 Three-Wire Unigrounded Systems

On three-phase three-wire primary distribution circuits, single-phase distribution transformers are connected phase-to-
phase. The connection three single-phase distribution transformers or of three-phase distribution transformers is
usually delta-grounded wye or delta-delta. The floating wye-delta or T-T connections also can be used. The grounded
wye-delta connection is generally not used because it acts as a grounding transformer. Surge arresters are generally
connected phase-to-ground. However, the surge arrester rating is higher than those used on multigrounded neutral
systems since the temporary 60 Hz overvoltages expected under fault conditions are also higher.

2.5 Use of Grounding Transformers

The feeders from an ungrounded systems may be grounded by the use of a grounding transformer, which may be
connected in zig-zag or in grounded-wye delta. The grounding transformer provides a source for zero sequence current
and will permit the addition of a neutral conductor to an existing ungrounded circuit.

3. Basic Considerations in Distribution System Grounding

The basic considerations in distribution system grounding are economics, control of overvoltages, control of fault
current magnitude and return path, and ground fault protection.
2 Copyright © 1991 IEEE All Rights Reserved
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3.1 Economics

Ungrounded and three-wire unigrounded systems generally result in the least investment when the load is mostly
three-phase. On the other hand, costs favor multigrounded neutral systems when the loads are mostly single phase.
Several factors must be given consideration to determine if the system should be grounded or ungrounded.

One factor to consider is the geographical area and the isokeraunic level in which the system will be operating. This
will have considerable effect on the type of surge arresters required and the degree of direct-stroke protection that is
considered necessary. In an area having a high isokeraunic level, it may be advantageous to use a static wire or an
overhead shield wire for direct stroke lightning protection. The primary neutral conductor can very easily be used for
the shield wire and may also function as a common neutral conductor with the secondary system. However, with the
use of aerial cable for secondary circuits, there will be some duplication of neutral conductors that may not be
objectionable compared with the reduced outages and reduction of trips for fuse replacement and repair of lightning-
damaged equipment. Also, the number of ground connections on the neutral conductor per mile of line must be
considered.

Generally, a minimum of four ground connections per mile is considered adequate for a four-wire multigrounded
neutral system, but, with the use of a static or overhead shield wire, it may be necessary to install grounds on every
pole.

Another method of providing lightning protection that is affected by the type of grounding is the use of surge arresters
installed on each conductor at intervals of approximately every 394 m (1200 ft). The voltage rating of the arrester is
directly related to the effectiveness of grounding employed on a particular system. For example, the arresters on a
three-wire three-phase ungrounded system would need a voltage rating suitable for the phase-to-phase voltage. On the
other hand, on an effectively grounded four-wire three-phase circuit, the arresters may have a voltage rating of only
75% of the phase-to-phase voltage. This may also allow the use of equipment having a lower Basic Insulation Level
(BIL).

The use of multigrounded neutral distribution systems that satisfy the requirements of effectively grounded systems
provides several areas in which reduced costs can be realized.

1) The National Electrical Safety Code (NESC) [B2] permits neutral conductors that are multigrounded on
systems of 50 kV and below to be attached directly to the structure surface. The same neutral conductor may
be used for both the primary and secondary systems.

2) Lower surge-arrester voltage ratings can be used.
3) Lower surge-arrester voltage ratings may permit lower equipment BIL, especially at the higher distribution

voltages.
4) Equipment costs are reduced since it is necessary to use only one fuse cutout, arrester, and primary bushing

on a single-phase distribution transformer.
5) The earth acts as a conductor in parallel with the neutral, sometimes allowing reduced conductor size and a

decrease in losses. A reduced neutral conductor size will increase ground current and may produce or
increase neutral-to-earth voltage.

6) Single-phase distribution transformers with one high-voltage bushing may have a primary winding with
reduced insulation at the neutral end. Three-phase distribution transformers with the primary windings
connected in grounded wye may also have reduced insulation at the neutral end.

3.2 Control of Temporary Overvoltages

3.2.1 Faults to Ground

Faults to ground on power systems may cause fundamental frequency overvoltages on the unfaulted phases, which last
for the duration of the fault. The grounding of the system determines the magnitude of these overvoltages, which in
turn establishes the minimum voltage rating of surge arresters used on the system.
Copyright © 1991 IEEE All Rights Reserved 3
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Based upon an evaluation of circuit parameters, operating voltage limits, type of construction, and distribution
transformer magnetizing characteristics, a proposal for the selection of voltage ratings of silicon-carbide distribution-
class surge arresters has been made by a working group of the IEEE Surge-Protective Devices Committee1. The group
proposed that the duty cycle voltage rating of surge arresters selected for open-wire multigrounded neutral systems be
equal to or greater than the nominal line-to-neutral voltage multiplied by the product of the Range A factor 1.05 (from
ANSI C82.1-1985 [B3]), and 1.2, which is the maximum voltage rise on the unfaulted phases of a loaded circuit. This
is equivalent to 1.25 times nominal line-to-neutral system voltage.

Similarly, for spacer-cable systems, a factor not exceeding 1.58 appears reasonable as the maximum value of
overvoltage on the unfaulted phases of a three-phase circuit during single phase-to-ground faults. Taking into account
connected distribution transformers, the factor reduces to 1.46. Thus, for spacer-cable systems, the duty cycle voltage
rating of arresters should be based on the nominal line-to-neutral voltage multiplied by the product of the Range A
factor 1.05 and 1.46. This is equivalent to 1.5 times nominal line-to-neutral system voltage.

The highest voltage an arrester will normally experience has traditionally been computed by considering a single line-
to-ground fault as shown in Fig 1 .

Figure 1—Single Line-to-Ground Fault

The voltage to ground on the unfaulted phases will increase by an amount that is a function of system impedances as
illustrated in Fig 2 .

Figure 2—Phase Diagram for Single Line-to-Ground Fault

As an example, the voltage to ground on the unfaulted phases of a loaded four-wire multigrounded neutral system can
increase by as much as 20%, the exact amount depending upon the location of the fault. In selection of the maximum

1Paper No. 71 TP 542-PWR.
4 Copyright © 1991 IEEE All Rights Reserved
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overvoltage seen by equipment, however, system voltage regulation must be considered, which results in maximum
prefault operating voltage being 5% above the nominal voltage. Consequently, the maximum overvoltage factor for
this system is approximately 1.25 (1.2 × 1.05).

The magnitude of overvoltages during ground fault are of this order for the various types of distribution systems:

As stated earlier, the expected overvoltage under fault conditions sets the minimum voltage rating of the surge arrester,
which in turn has a direct bearing on necessary equipment BIL. From this viewpoint, the four-wire multigrounded
neutral open-wire system permits the use of the lowest arrester rating and BIL as compared to other systems with the
equivalent nominal system voltage.

3.2.2 Ferroresonance

Another potential source of temporary system overvoltage is ferroresonance. Ferroresonance cannot always be entirely
avoided in system design, but practical steps can be taken to reduce the probability of occurrence, such as location of
fuses and single-phase switches electrically close to the transformer bank; by the use of grounded-wye, grounded-wye
transformer connection; connection of single-phase transformers from phase-to-neutral rather than from phase-to-
phase; etc.

Single-phase switching, fuse blowing, or a broken conductor can result in overvoltage when ferro-nonlinear
oscillations occur between the magnetizing reactance of a transformer and the system capacitance.

A myriad of practical circuit situations can occur that may result in ferroresonant phenomena. Basically, the necessary
conditions can arise when one or two open phases result in capacitance being energized in series with the nonlinear
magnetizing reactance of a transformer. Sustained overvoltages across the transformer and capacitance may result. A
typical circuit condition known to be susceptible to ferroresonance is shown in Fig 3 .

System Overvoltage Magnitude

Ungrounded 1.82 × ELG

Four-wire multigrounded (spacer cable) 1.5 × ELG

Three- or four-wire unigrounded (open wire) 1.4 × ELG

Four-wire multigrounded (open wire-gapped) 1.25 × ELG

Four-wire multigrounded (open wire-MOV) 1.35 × ELG
*

*Because the metal-oxide varistor (MOV) arrester is more sensitive to poor grounding, poor regulation, and the reduced saturation
sometimes found in newer transformers, many utilities are using a 1.35 factor.

ELG = Nominal line-to ground voltage of system
Copyright © 1991 IEEE All Rights Reserved 5
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Figure 3—Single-Phase Switching in a Three-Phase Circuit

The capacitance can be that of overhead circuits, cables, capacitor banks, or in some cases the inherent capacitance of
the transformer itself. Severity and nature of the overvoltages, if any, are a function of the relative magnitude of “L”
and “C” and the shape of the transformer saturation characteristic.

3.3 Control of Ground Fault Currents

Deliberate limitation of ground fault currents, e.g., by the use of a neutral reactor, falls into two different application
areas:

1) Effectively grounded systems where ground fault currents are intentionally reduced to permit the use of lower
rated switchgear, fuses, connectors, etc., but where the maximum ground fault current is still 60% or more of
the available three-phase fault current.

2) Impedance grounded systems in which the ground fault current is intentionally limited to values less than
60% (usually less than 25%) of the three-phase value. The principal purpose of such impedance grounding is
to reduce the system disturbance caused by ground faults or to permit the system to remain in operation while
faulted. Reduced switchgear duty is usually considered only an incidental benefit.

Significant economies and operating benefits may be realized by the judicious limitation of distribution fault currents.
These include a possible reduction in the required interrupting capability of circuit breakers, reclosers, and fuses;
reduction in the required momentary capability of switches and connectors; reduced possibility of conductor
burndown or thermal failure; and reduced possibility of violent failure of distribution apparatus such as transformers,
capacitors, and surge arresters [B9], [B26].

Full attainment of these benefits requires attention to the three-phase and phase-to-phase fault currents, as well as the
phase-to-ground fault currents. Techniques for simultaneously reducing all types of fault currents include current
limiting reactors, reducing the kilovoltampere rating or increasing the impedance of distribution substation
transformers, and operation of distribution substations with split rather than paralleled low-voltage buses [B26].

In many cases, control of ground fault currents alone, or in addition to measures for multiphase faults, may be
advantageous. The principal reasons for this situation are:
6 Copyright © 1991 IEEE All Rights Reserved
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 At distribution substations using the most common transformer connections (delta-wye or wye-delta-wye),
the ground fault current for faults close to the station will always be higher than the three-phase fault current.
How much higher depends upon the characteristics of the transmission system and the step-down
transformer.

 For many types of apparatus, e.g., single-phase distribution transformers, surge arresters, switches, and
connectors in single-phase branches, the phase-to-ground fault may be the only possible failure mode.

 Ground fault current control is often less expensive than techniques that also control multiphase fault currents
and does not have as detrimental an effect on system losses and voltage regulation.

Ground fault current magnitudes can be effectively reduced by inserting additional impedance (usually inductance)
into the neutral-to-ground connection of the distribution substation transformer. The presence of the additional neutral
impedance increases the zero sequence impedance (Z0), thereby decreasing the available ground fault current.

For example, assume a 12.5 kV station where the existing fault current levels are 12 000 A three-phase and 14 400 A
phase-to-ground. Further assume that it is desired to reduce the maximum ground fault level to 10 000 A. The existing
equivalent impedance for phase-to-ground faults [Xeq = 1/3 (X1 + X2 +X0)] is:

(1)

The desired level is:

(2)

therefore, a 0.22 Ω reactor installed in the neutral will produce the desired reduction. (This procedure is not correct for
distribution systems that utilize wye-ground/delta connections on distribution transformer banks. Such banks provide
an additional source of ground current. Installation of a neutral reactor at the source station of such a system will
reduce ground fault current, but not as much as expected, because the grounded transformers on the lines will produce
additional current.) The reactor must have a short-time current rating of 10 000 A. In accordance with IEEE Std 32-
1972  [B5], the reactor would have a rated voltage of 2200 V (10 000 A × 0.22 Ω) and have insulation of the 2.5 kV
class, 60 kV BIL.

On multigrounded four-wire systems, the distribution line neutral conductors should be connected to the ground end
of the reactor in order to avoid shunting of the reactor with parallel paths to ground. The reactor must have a
continuous current rating large enough to carry the maximum estimated neutral current. IEEE Std 32-1972 [B5]
provides for continuous ratings of 3% and 7% for reactors with 10 s and 1 min short-time ratings, respectively. For the
reactor chosen in the example, these values would represent 300 A or 700 A continuous ratings.

Neutral reactors decrease ground fault current by increasing the zero sequence reactance (X0) without affecting the
positive sequence reactance (X1). Consequently the ratio X0/X1, the Coefficient of Grounding (COG) and the Earth
Fault Factor (EFF) are increased [B4]. Referring again to the example, prior to the reactor:

(3)

(4)

(5)

Xeq
12 500 3⁄

14 400
--------------------------- 0.5Ω= =

Xeq
12 500 3⁄

10 000
--------------------------- 0.72Ω= =

X1
12 500 3⁄

12 000
--------------------------- 0.6Ω= =

X0
3( )12 500 3⁄

14 400
----------------------------------- 2X1– 0.3Ω= =

X0

X1
------ 0.5=
Copyright © 1991 IEEE All Rights Reserved 7
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With the reactor installed,

(6)

(7)

(8)

The increase in the EFF (or COG) caused by the reactor indicates that there is an upper limit to the amount of reduction
in ground fault current that can be achieved. This limit is presented by the amount of overvoltage on the unfaulted
phases that can be tolerated for the duration of a ground fault.

Surge arrester application is affected by the maximum 60 Hz voltage that will be present when the arrester is required
to reseal. If the EFF is allowed to increase too much, higher rated arresters may be required. This would reduce
protective margins and, especially in higher voltage distribution systems, might require higher equipment BIL levels.

The overvoltage on unfaulted phases is also of concern because it is applied to the equipment of customers served from
distribution transformers connected from phase to neutral on four-wire systems. Thus, even if arrester application is
not a limiting factor, the EFF must not be allowed to increase to a level that can impose intolerable overvoltages on
customer equipment. As a rule of thumb, EFF at the substation should not exceed 1.25, which is obtained
approximately when X0/X1 = 2. Preferably EFF should not exceed 1.1, which requires an X0/X1 of 1.3 or less. At
locations remote from the substation, the EFF will exceed these values because of the effects of line impedance [B32].
However, the lower values at the substation are desirable to mitigate the effect of the line impedance and to localize the
overvoltages near the fault location rather than requiring the whole system to withstand them. It is realized however,
that higher X0/X1 ratios have been used satisfactorily.

For systems other than multigrounded four-wire systems and where higher rated surge arresters are acceptable,
substantially greater limitation of ground fault currents are possible. Some of the reasons for such limitation are
preventing system voltage disturbances during ground faults, reducing ground potential rise at substations and near
ground faults, limiting power dissipation in high-resistance faults [B20], providing a means of extinguishing
temporary faults without tripping, and providing a means of keeping faulted lines in service. For example, portions of
the Swedish distribution system operate normally as high-resistance grounded systems. Upon the occurrence of a
ground fault, the system is switched briefly to resonant grounding to extinguish temporary faults. If the fault is not
temporary, the grounding resistor is again inserted and relays trip the faulty circuit [B7].

If problems such as communication systems or ground potential rise require considerable limitation of ground fault
current (to less than 60% of three-phase fault current), low-resistance grounding provides an attractive alternative to
effective grounding. Transient overvoltages are well controlled with this method and relaying is straightforward.

COG = 0.58

EFF = 1.0

COG = 0.65

EFF = 1.15

X1
12 500 3⁄

12 000
--------------------------- 0.6Ω= =

X0
3( )12 500 3⁄

10 000
----------------------------------- 2X1– 0.96Ω= =

X0

X1
------ 1.6=
8 Copyright © 1991 IEEE All Rights Reserved
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Low-resistance grounding may also be less expensive than effective grounding where a grounding means has to be
provided on an ungrounded system by adding a grounding transformer. Since the cost of grounding transformers
increases with their current-carrying capability, it may be less expensive to utilize a small grounding transformer with
a resistor than to purchase a high capacity grounding transformer suitable for effective grounding. Note that grounding
transformers used for this service should have low zero-sequence impedance and neutral insulation rated for system
phase-to-neutral voltage.

Low-resistance grounding is also considered to be a good compromise between the conflicting requirements of
generator grounding and feeder grounding in systems where feeders are supplied directly at generator voltage.

In systems in which continuity of service must be emphasized, particularly those with customers whose sensitivity to
voltage disturbances is such that any voltage dip causes them an outage, high-resistance or resonant grounding can
offer considerable service improvement. This is particularly true for systems in which most of the faults are single line-
to-ground. Both systems permit the option of allowing grounded lines to remain in service until measures can be taken
to maintain service to the affected customers, provided another ground fault does not occur on a different phase.
Resonant grounding offers the additional advantage that temporary ground faults are automatically suppressed without
any circuit breaker operations or voltage disturbance to customers.

Equipment for high-resistance and resonant grounding will generally be more expensive than for the other methods of
grounding systems. If automatic relaying for permanent ground faults is required, it will also likely be somewhat more
expensive and complex than that used for effective or low-reactance grounding.

3.4 Ground Relaying

The type of grounding employed on a system has a considerable influence on the type of ground-fault relaying
equipment needed. Effectively grounded and low-inductance grounded systems have maximum phase-to-ground fault
currents of the same order of magnitude as their three-phase fault currents and require rapid fault clearing to minimize
voltage disturbances, thermal and mechanical damage to equipment, and hazardous ground potentials. At the same
time, the high levels of available ground-fault current allow the use of conventional fault protection techniques such as
fuses, phase overcurrent relays, and residual overcurrent (ground) relays.

Systems with low levels of ground-fault current, such as ungrounded, high-resistance grounded, and neutralizer
grounded, are often not equipped with automatic ground overcurrent relaying equipment. However, fully selective
ground fault relaying can be provided for most such systems through the use of sensitive directional residual watt or
var relays. Alternatively, the systems may be temporarily grounded solidly or through a low impedance to permit
ground fault clearing by more conventional relays.

Many utilities have experienced difficulty in relaying high-impedance ground faults caused by broken conductors
contacting earth or paved surfaces [B24]in four-wire multigrounded neutral systems. The current-to-ground in such
cases may be quite low even under favorable conditions [B20]. This problem is particularly noticeable in systems of
the 15 kV class and below [B1].

On four-wire multigrounded neutral distribution circuits, the sensitivity of residual overcurrent ground relays is
limited by the necessity of setting their pickup above the maximum load unbalance expected on the circuit. This is
essential in order to avoid nuisance tripping. The resulting relay settings are usually too high to detect high-impedance
ground faults [B1]. Although the presence of the multigrounded neutral conductor provides a moderate increase in the
maximum available ground fault current (20% or less), compared to a three-wire line, the effect of the neutral
conductor on high-impedance faults (where the current is limited by the high contact resistance to earth) is negligible.

Three-wire unigrounded circuits offer the opportunity to use considerably more sensitive ground relay settings since
load unbalance does not cause residual current in the circuit. Four-wire unigrounded circuits can have a similar
sensitivity if a current transformer is installed in the neutral as well as the phase conductors. The increased sensitivity
Copyright © 1991 IEEE All Rights Reserved 9
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possible with unigrounded systems can be fully realized only if feeder reclosers are equipped with ground fault
sensing, and selective coordination with the larger sized fuses is sacrificed.

It should be recognized that even with the highest possible sensitivity, currently available ground relaying techniques
cannot detect all high-impedance ground faults. While increased sensitivity may increase the probability of sensing a
given fault, tests and experience have shown that there will be faults where the current is so low that it will be
undetectable [B20], [B24].

4. Special Considerations in Distribution System Grounding

4.1 Coordination With Communication Facilities

Since power companies and telephone companies serve the same customers, their outside plant facilities are
necessarily closely associated. It is advantageous to the companies, as well as in the interests of the general public, that
both plants be coordinated as to location, design, construction, operation, and maintenance in order to avoid
unnecessary crossings and conflicts and to reduce the possibility of contacts and the effects of normal and abnormal
low-frequency induction and noise.

The method of grounding used on a distribution system has a significant impact on the influence that system may have
on communication circuits constructed jointly with the distribution lines. The influence of power distribution lines on
communication circuits falls into three categories.

1) Short-circuit current flow in communication cable shields and messengers caused by accidental contact with
power conductors

2) Induced voltages in communication conductors from fault currents or normal load currents in power
conductors

3) Electrostatically coupled voltages from power conductors to communication conductors

The grounded cable sheaths used in modern telephone plant construction provide almost perfect shielding against
electrostatically coupled voltages [B22]. Therefore, the following discussion is confined to the first two types of
influence mentioned above.

4.1.1 Accidental Contacts

Communication facilities exposed to possible contact with energized power lines must be properly designed and
protected. Fault currents resulting from such contacts are frequently of high magnitude and may be present for several
seconds before the contact is broken by the faulted power line being de-energized through operation of its protection
equipment or by the facilities being fused open at the point of contact (burndown). Power contacts may produce fusing
and extensive dielectric breakdown in the communication plant unless protection measures are employed.

If a power conductor contacts the grounded shields or messengers of telephone facilities, part or all of the power
system ground-fault current will flow through these shields or messengers in returning to the source substation. On an
effectively grounded system, these currents maybe several thousand amperes. The communication plant can withstand
such currents only for short periods of time. This short-time capability to carry fault current is usually described as I2t,
where I is the root-mean-square (rms) value of the fault current in amperes and t is the time in seconds. Time t is
generally taken to be the sum of the initial fault-clearing time plus the fault-clearing time of any subsequent reclosures.

The I2t capability of telephone support strands varies over a range of approximately 4 × 106 A2s to 150 × 106 A2s
[B22]. If it appears that the I2t of a proposed joint construction project will exceed the telephone plant capability, there
are clearly three possible ways to resolve the situation: increase the telephone plant capability, reduce the time that the
fault would be energized, or reduce the amount of fault current. Rapid fault clearing is very effective in keeping I2t
10 Copyright © 1991 IEEE All Rights Reserved
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within tolerable limits. However, if distribution ground-fault currents are very high, even fast relaying may not keep
the I2t within the desired limits. For example, a fault current of 10 000 A cleared in 0.1 s on the initial fault and two
subsequent reclosures produces an I2t product of 30 million.

In general, only effectively grounded systems have high enough fault currents to cause significant I2t values. The
ground-fault currents associated with the other grounding classes are sufficiently low that I2t is generally not a
significant problem for telephone facilities. Means of reducing fault current levels on effectively grounded systems are
discussed in 3.3.

4.1.2 Induced Voltages

When telephone plant and power lines occupy parallel routes, magnetic induction of longitudinal voltages may occur
in the telephone circuits during power-line ground faults. Low-frequency induction of this nature may reach
magnitudes of several thousand volts where the coupling and fault currents are especially large. Magnetic induction by
power-line ground fault may affect either aerial, buried, or underground plants. The actual induced voltage varies
depending on such variables as ground-fault location, magnitude of the fault current-to-ground, length of exposure,
and separation.

A communication cable sheath will produce a substantial degree of shielding against magnetic induction from currents
in a paralleling power circuit, provided it is connected to low-impedance grounds at or beyond both ends of the
exposure. In some cases, however, it is inconvenient or relatively expensive to provide the low-impedance ground
required for this purpose, at the far end (from the central office) of an exposure.

The use of the multigrounded neutral system for distribution lines tends to increase the inductive influence of urban
power distribution lines at noise frequencies. At the same time, however, the multigrounded neutral conductor makes
available a means of obtaining low-impedance grounds for shielding against both noise and low-frequency induction.
In urban and suburban territory, aerial telephone cables and overhead power distribution circuits are generally carried
either on jointly used poles or on separate pole lines at roadway separations. Under these conditions, bonding the
telephone cable sheath to multigrounded neutral conductors provides a shielding ground that, in most cases, is easier
and less expensive to install and maintain than other grounds of equally low impedance.

In telephone circuits entirely in cable, induced noise results solely from magnetically induced longitudinal-circuit
voltages and currents acting on telephone circuit unbalances. The electric shielding effect of the grounded cable sheath
eliminates electric induction, and the continuous twist and close spacing of the pairs prevents any appreciable
magnetic induction directly in the metallic circuit. In telephone circuits with open-wire extensions exposed beyond the
end of the cable, metallic circuit induction in the open wire may be important, and this induction is not, of course,
affected by cable sheath shielding.

4.1.3 Capacitor Bank Grounding Effects

Noise induced in communication circuits by adjacent distribution lines is caused by a combination of 60 Hz induced
voltages and induced voltages of harmonics of 60 Hz. Although the induced voltage of higher harmonics is generally
smaller than that caused by 60 Hz, communication circuits are more susceptible to the higher frequencies, and their
effects may be more significant.

The type of power-circuit current distribution that produces the highest induced voltage is a distribution of the zero-
sequence type, i.e., one with a ground return path. Unbalanced phase-to-neutral connected loads on multigrounded
neutral circuits produce this type of ground return current and are the main cause of 60 Hz induced voltages. On
systems with multigrounded neutral conductors, only a portion of the total unbalanced current returns in the neutral
conductor. The rest returns through the earth. As a result, the summation of the magnetic fluxes of the phases and
neutral is not zero, and the residual flux causes 60 Hz induction [B27].

In addition to 60 Hz currents, distribution lines also carry harmonic currents that are produced in magnetic circuits
such as distribution transformers and from other nonlinear customer loads. Harmonics that are odd triples of 60 Hz
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(i.e., 180 Hz, 540 Hz, etc.), if present equally in the three phases, have a zero-sequence current distribution and
consequent earth return path.

Distribution capacitors are linear devices and do not, by themselves, cause harmonic current flow. However, because
the impedance of capacitors decreases with increasing frequency, capacitors may form low-impedance paths for
harmonics generated in other system loads. The low-impedance paths for harmonics created by capacitor banks may
significantly alter the flow of harmonics in a circuit compared to the flow without capacitors present. In inductive
coordination problems, this effect may either be helpful or harmful [B28], [B29].

The greatest effect on inductive coordination problems is produced by grounded-wye capacitors, since these provide a
low-impedance path to earth for the triple harmonics. Since capacitor bank locations on a distribution circuit are
generally chosen based on voltage profile, power factor, and ease of installation, but not harmonic current flow, it may
happen that a new capacitor bank installation can create an inductive coordination problem where none existed before.
Conversely, judicious location of such capacitors may solve telephone noise problems more economically than any
other solution.

Conversion of grounded-wye capacitors to ungrounded-wye will substantially eliminate their effect on triple
harmonics, but it requires careful study because of the effects on capacitor switches and capacitor bank short-circuit
protection.

Finally, it should be noted that the same types of harmonic flow effects caused by capacitor banks can also be caused
by underground distribution areas (cable capacitance) connected to overhead lines.

4.2 Use of Grounding Transformers

The feeders from an existing ungrounded source may be effectively grounded by the use of a grounding transformer.
Typical grounding transformer connections are the wye-delta, the zig-zag, and the tee connection. The grounding
transformer provides a source for zero-sequence current, stabilizes the system neutral, and, if properly sized, permits
the addition of a neutral conductor to overhead lines.

The preferred location for the grounding transformer is at the source substation, connected either to the power
transformer leads or the station bus. If the grounding transformer is to be used to supply a four-wire distribution
system, care must be taken to insure that switching cannot cause the ground bank to be disconnected while the power
transformer continues to energize the lines. If the ground bank were to become disconnected, a system ground fault
could cause 173% voltage to be applied to the phase-to-neutral distribution transformers connected to the unfaulted
phases. Also, in absence of a ground fault, phase-to-neutral overvoltages are possible due to load imbalances.

Small grounding banks made from single-phase distribution transformers have sometimes been used on three-wire
unigrounded distribution systems to derive a neutral for a local four-wire system. Such applications must be carefully
engineered since the presence of the grounding transformer bank on the distribution line will tend to degrade the
sensitivity and selectivity of residual ground relays. Application of small grounding transformer banks on otherwise
ungrounded systems should be avoided since it is usually not possible to provide ground-fault relaying that is fully
selective and yet protects the ground bank from continuous overcurrent.

The calculations necessary to specify a grounding transformer are discussed in Appendix A.

4.3 Grounding of High-Voltage Neutral of Wye-Delta Distribution Transformers

If the high-voltage wye-delta neutral of the transformer bank is connected to the primary circuit neutral, the
transformer bank may experience the following:

1) Circulating current in the delta in an attempt to balance any unbalanced phase-to-neutral loads connected to
the primary line
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2) Acting as a grounding bank and supplying fault current to any fault on the circuit to which it is connected
3) Providing a delta in which triple harmonic currents may circulate

All of these effects may cause the bank to carry current in addition to its normal load current.

When wye-delta connections are used and the high-voltage neutral of the transformer is not connected to the circuit
neutral, an open conductor in a three-wire primary results in a single-phase input and output of the bank. If the
transformer supplies a motor load, an overcurrent is produced in each three-phase motor circuit. An equal current
flows in two conductors of the motor branch circuit, and the sum of the two currents flows in the third.

4.4 Interconnection of Primary and Secondary Neutrals of Distribution Transformers

Distribution transformers currently in use on utility distribution systems involve various methods of grounding
primary and secondary neutrals. One practice is to isolate the primary neutral from the secondary neutral, while
general practice is to interconnect primary and secondary transformer neutrals (see Annex B).

The practice of isolating the secondary neutral (from the transformer primary neutral, from the primary surge-
protection ground, and from the distribution transformer tank) is being used on some unigrounded and ungrounded
systems. This practice is based upon a concern that a primary fault to the transformer tank could cause a high voltage
to be introduced into the secondary utilization services if the primary and/or tank grounds are interconnected to the
secondary neutral. If the secondary service grounds have high resistance, such contact could produce a dangerous shift
rise in neutral voltage in the secondary utilization services. This concern has been addressed in Rule 97 of the NESC
ANSI  C2-1990  [B2].

By using an isolation gap with a 60 Hz breakdown voltage of at least twice the primary line-to-line voltage, but not
necessarily more than 10 kV (see NESC ANSI C2-1981  Rule 97D) [B2], it is possible to connect the primary neutral
and/or tank ground to the secondary neutral only during a lightning surge. This arrangement, used for unigrounded
systems, is desirable since it permits maintaining reasonably good surge protection of the transformer insulation
systems by the primary surge arrester.

There are instances on multigrounded systems where primary and secondary neutrals are isolated through a gap
similar to that just mentioned, but limited to 3 kV. This practice may have evolved as distribution systems were
converted from unigrounded and ungrounded to multigrounded operations.

On multigrounded neutral systems, it is common practice to interconnect the primary and secondary neutrals and to
use a single ground for these neutrals as well as for the transformer tank and surge protection (see Fig B.1 ). This
technique effectively parallels all the primary grounds with the secondary grounds and provides lower grounding
resistance for both the primary and secondary systems as well as for the transformer surge protection. A disadvantage
to this practice is the occasional occurrence of abnormally high neutral-to-earth voltage (stray voltages) on the
secondary system emanating from the primary neutral (see Appendix B).

On ungrounded and unigrounded systems, there is no multigrounded primary neutral that can be interconnected to
augment the grounding of the secondary neutral.
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Annex A Specifying a Zig-Zag Grounding Transformer

(Informative)

This appendix covers the more usual electric utility application of grounding transformers, where the grounding is
considered to be reactance grounding rather than high-resistance grounding (frequently used in industrial
applications). With reactance grounding, the ground current (for a line-to-ground fault) will normally not be less than
25% of the three-phase fault current. The following is a typical example of calculations for a grounding transformer,
using per-unit quantities.

Basically, the questions asked when specifying a grounding transformer are

1) What is the system voltage?
2) What is the desired system effect?
3) What is the three-phase short-circuit duty?
4) What is the ratio of Rl/Xl?
5) What is the ratio of R0/X0?
6) What is (either)

a) Desired ground current, or
b) Desired ratio of Z0/Z1, or
c) Desired value of ohms/phase?

With the answers to these questions, the following can be determined:

1) The ohms/phase required in a zigzag grounding transformer
2) The rating of the transformer
3) Either the ratio of Z0/Z1 or the total ground current, depending on which one was specified
4) The effect of the transformer impedance tolerances on the result
5) The maximum sustained voltage that can occur on an unfaulted phase during a phase-to-ground fault
6) The equivalent pricing kilovoltamperes for

a) A zig-zag three-phase grounding transformer for various time duties
b) Wye-Delta ratings for the same short-time duties

7) The impedance of the specified transformer for each of the above ratings

The following subsections contain a typical series of calculations for a zig-zag grounding transformer.

A.1 Problem

The three-phase fault duty at a substation is 525 MVA on the ungrounded 34.5 kV system. It is desired to ground this
system using a zig-zag grounding transformer and limit the ground-fault current to 5500 A. Specify the grounding
transformer.
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A.2 Solution

Figure A.1—Impedance Diagram

Use 100 MVA Base

Rated Kilovoltampere = 34.5

Base Ohms = (1000) (kV)2/KVA

= 11.9

Base Amps = KVA/(KV × )

= 1673 A

Z(1) = Z(2) = 100/525 = 0.190 per unit (p.u.)

I(G) = = 3.29 p.u. A

I(o) = = 1.10 p.u. A

Z(total) = = 0.913 p.u. Ω

Z(total) – 2Z(1) = 0.913 – 0.190 – 0.190

= 0.533 p.u. Ω

In Ohms: Z(o) = 11.9 × 0.533 = 6.3Ω/phase for grounding transformer

3

5500
1673
------------

3.29
3

----------

1.0
1.10
----------
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Figure A.2—Phase Relationships in a Zig-Zag Transformer

When a wye-delta transformer is used as a grounding bank, the delta serves only to provide a path for the zero-
sequence current. The actual (short-time) rating in kilovoltamperes is:

(A.1)

For a zig-zag grounding transformer, since both windings are active in the primary circuit, the actual (short-time)
rating in kilovoltamperes is:

(A.2)

From this it is apparent that the required kilovoltamperes are less for a zig-zag bank than for a wye-delta bank.

Since a grounding transformer is normally only required to carry short-circuit ground current until the circuit breakers
clear the fault, it is common to rate it on a short time such as 10 s. Under these circumstances the physical size (and
resulting cost) is considerably reduced. If it is required to carry a continuous percentage of unbalanced current, this
will reduce the amount of savings possible.

The requirements of the application usually require a specific amount of reactance in the transformer (to limit the
ground-fault current). If this results in a transformer requiring a special design, the cost is increased.

Since the 5500 A ground-fault current will be interrupted by relay operation in a few seconds or less, the grounding
transformer can be rated for short-time operation. Ten seconds would be a typical rating. A 1 min rating could be
considered if the 34.5 kV system is subject to many faults in quick succession as, for example, during a lightning
storm.

If constructed as a wye-delta transformer, the proposed grounding transformer would have a short-time kilovoltampere
rating of (34.5 kV/ ) (5500) = 110 MVA. In zig-zag form the short-time rating would be (34.5 kV/3) (5500) = 63.25
MVA. In both cases the actual frame size will be considerably smaller than the megavoltampere rating indicates,
because of the use of a short time rating.

kVA Line-to-Line kV( ) Neutral Amps( )
3

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

kVA
Line to– Line kVA–( ) NeutralAmps( )

3
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

3
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A.3 Grounding Effectiveness

In the above example, no limits were placed on the maximum acceptable EFF. The resulting design has an X0/X1 ratio
of 0.5333/0.190 = 2.8. Since resistance is considered negligible, Fig A.1  in IEEE C62.92-1989  [B4] indicates a COG
of 0.75. The corresponding EFF is .

Since the COG is less than 80%, the substation is effectively grounded and the use of surge arresters rated at 80% of
line-to-line voltage could be considered at the substation. At locations distant from the substation, the combined
impedance of the line and the substation must be considered.

If the desired ground-fault current had been specified to be a lower value (e.g., 3000 A), the EFF would have been
higher and, consequently, higher rated arresters would have been required.

A.4 Multigrounded Neutral System

In a multigrounded neutral system, it is often considered desirable to hold the unfaulted phase voltage to less than 75%
of the line-to-line voltage or a 1.3 EFF.

With an EFF of 1.3, customers served from transformers connected from the unfaulted phases to neutral will
experience up to 30% overvoltage during a fault.

In order to reduce the overvoltage to 20% (COG of 70%), an X0/ X1 ratio of approximately 2.0 must be obtained. Using
the values from the above example, X0 = (2.0) (.190) = .38 p.u. The ground bank impedance in ohms is

(A.3)

The corresponding maximum ground fault current is

(A.4)

The kilovoltampere rating and physical size of the grounding transformer will be proportionally larger than the
previous example.

Greater reduction in unfaulted phase voltage can, of course, be obtained by further reducing X0. However, at points
some distance from the substation, the EFF is influenced principally by the line impedances. Consequently, reducing
the EFF at the substation, even to 1.0, will not greatly influence the EFF at remote locations. However, it will help to
confine the overvoltages to a smaller area.

A.5 Continuous Rating

In an application on a multigrounded neutral system, the grounding transformer must have the capability to carry some
continuous neutral current. An estimate must be made of the maximum expected load imbalance in order to specify
this rating. A grounding transformer constructed in accordance with IEEE Std 32-1972 [B5]will have a continuous
rating of 3% for a 10 s rated unit. This value would correspond to a 200 A continuous rating for the 6600 A transformer
specified above. If higher values of continuous current are required, the size and cost of the grounding transformer may
increase. A 1 min rated unit would have a continuous current rating of 7%.

0.75 3× 1.30=

11.9 0.38× 4.5Ω phase⁄=

3 1673×
0.19 0.19 0.38+ +
-------------------------------------------- 6600 A=
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Annex B Techniques for Interconnecting Primary and Secondary Neutrals

(Informative)

B.1 Background

Stray voltage is an undesirable byproduct of the increased use and complexity of electrical equipment. When a stray-
voltage problem exists, it often has a multiplicity of causes. For this reason, it is a time-consuming and tedious process
to track down and eliminate, often involving the power supplier, the local electrician, and various equipment
manufacturers.

In most cases, the major components of stray voltage are “on-site” generated. In some cases, a component of stray
voltage enters from the system of the power company via the primary neutral to secondary neutral interconnection. To
minimize the possibility of on-site generated stray-voltage problems, it is essential that the wiring be in compliance
with the NEC [B6]. One of the problems in eliminating stray voltage is that the power company cannot work on the
secondary service, and the local electrician cannot work on the primary service. Therefore, no one party can usually go
to a farm and take the necessary measurements to determine the causes of, and eliminate, stray voltage when it is
comprised of components generated both on-farm and by the power company.

Several solutions have been proposed for blocking or isolating the voltage on a utility neutral. One approach is to
disconnect the primary neutral from the secondary neutral at the distribution transformer and install a spark gap or
distribution arrester. While this approach can provide very effective isolation, it does not prevent potentially hazardous
high voltage from being impressed on the secondary side if a primary-to-secondary fault should develop within the
transformer. The reasons are expanded upon in the next subsection.

B.2 Problem

If a primary-to-secondary fault developed within the transformer and the neutrals were not connected, the resistance of
the return current path could be so high that not enough fault current would flow to enable the primary protective
device to clear the fault. High voltage would then be impressed on the secondary for an extended period of time, posing
a risk to humans, animals, and equipment.

When a distribution arrester is used as an isolator, it may result in an unsafe voltage on the secondary service and
neutral. A typical silicon carbide distribution arrester requires a voltage of approximately 1.5 times its duty-cycle
rating before it sparks over at 60 Hz. Therefore, there is no failure condition that will result in a 60 Hz voltage across
the arrester that will cause it to conduct and provide a low-impedance return path for fault current to flow along.
Hence, a high voltage can exist on the secondary service for an extended period of time.

Reducing the breakdown level by installing a spark gap may still result in a higher than normal voltage on the
secondary for those transformer failure conditions that impose a voltage on the secondary up to the 60 Hz breakdown
voltage of the gap. Further, when a transformer failure imposes a voltage on the secondary below the 60 Hz breakdown
of the spark gap, the fault will persist longer—or indefinitely—because the reduced driving voltage for the same
system grounding impedance may not allow sufficient current flow to blow the primary fuse.

Another approach is to install a 1:1 isolation transformer on the secondary side and then leave the primary and
secondary neutral disconnected at the isolation transformer to obtain isolation. Now, in the event of primary-to-
secondary fault in the isolation transformer, the maximum voltage that could be imposed on the secondary neutral is
reduced from the primary distribution voltage to 240 V—a considerable improvement. Although this approach is
occasionally used, several drawbacks stop it from being an ideal solution.

1) The farm must absorb local lightning strikes without the benefit of dispersal through the utility primary
neutral system.
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2) The utility system must absorb lightning strikes without benefit of dispersal through the secondary neutral
system.

3) The farmer must pay for the isolation transformer, its installation, and all operating losses since it is on the
secondary side.

B.2.1 Solution 1—Neutral Isolator—SCR

Figure B.1—Neutral Voltage Isolator Connection for a Typical Overhead Transformer

To obtain the required isolation of any voltage on the utility neutral, the basic requirement is to have sufficient
electrical separation of the primary and secondary ground systems so that when the neutrals are isolated, the voltage
on the primary neutral will not appear on the secondary neutral. To provide the required protection to both the utility
and the farmer, it is essential to have the neutrals instantly and solidly connected in the event of any system disturbance
that causes the voltage of one neutral to rise above a predetermined threshold relative to the other (i.e., a primary-to-
secondary winding failure of the transformer, a lightning surge, etc.). Basically, what is required is a very-high-speed
voltage-triggered switch, capable of withstanding the various voltages and currents imposed on it under all foreseeable
conditions. Towards this end, a high-speed voltage-triggered switch has been developed for this application that can,
when required, instantly (i.e., within 2 µs) reconnect the neutral conductors and carry large magnitudes of current with
minimal voltage drop. To obtain the switching speed desired, the switch has been designed using solid-state
components.

The product developed for neutral voltage isolation is installed as illustrated in Fig B.1  for a typical two-bushing
overhead transformer. It is also applicable to single-bushing transformers and padmounted transformers. Tests of the
switch, which is being called a neutral isolator, have been conducted to demonstrate its applicability to 15 kV and 25
kV distribution systems. Since system voltage is not a critical parameter with the design approach selected, this
product is expected also to be applicable to 35 kV class distribution systems. Under normal conditions, the voltage
from the primary neutral or the secondary neutrals to true earth ground will be less than several volts. By designing the
neutral isolator so that it will be open (i.e., neutrals disconnected) when the voltage across it is less than a
predetermined threshold voltage (selected to be greater than the normal voltage difference between neutrals), the
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required isolation is obtained. The only time the neutral isolator will close (i.e., reconnect the neutrals) is when the
voltage across its terminals attempts to exceed this voltage threshold, such as during a primary-to-secondary
transformer fault when the voltage on the secondary neutral would rise due to the fault current flowing back to the
primary neutral via the earth. When this current flow results in a voltage across the neutral isolator terminals that
attempts to exceed its switching voltage threshold, the neutral isolator switch closes and shunts the current through the
effectively reconnected primary and secondary neutrals. The neutral isolator is self-protected against transients, and its
turn-on time after the threshold voltage is reached is less than 2 µs. Initially a 12 V (peak) switch threshold voltage was
selected; however, during initial field trials, primary neutral-to-earth voltages higher than this were encountered. As a
result, a 36 V peak (25 V ac rms) switching threshold was selected. This level is below the lowest voltage level that
might be considered hazardous, and it is above the highest primary neutral-to-earth voltage expected. However, from
a utility perspective, it would appear desirable to keep any neutral-to-earth voltage below the threshold of human
perception. A fundamental requirement of this approach is that the voltage across the switch under normal conditions,
due to voltage on the primary and secondary neutrals, be less than the switch threshold trigger voltage to obtain
isolation.

B.2.2 Solution 2—Isolating Gap

Figure B.2—Primary-to-Secondary Isolating Gap
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Figure B.3—Transformer With Isolating Gap

Porcelain-enclosed isolating gaps were developed expressly to make possible efficient interconnection through a gap,
where it is desired to isolate the primary lightning-arrester ground from the secondary neutral. A typical application
gap serves to isolate the arrester ground from the secondary neutral under normal operating conditions. However, in
the event of severe discharge or where the arrester-ground resistance is high, the isolating gap sparks over, thereby
limiting the impulse voltage stress on the transformer primary-to-secondary insulation, and equalizing the impulse
voltage between the arrester ground and secondary neutral grounds.

These gaps can also be used wherever distribution-transformer tanks are to be grounded through a gap, as shown in Fig
B.2  and by Fig B.3 .

Isolating gaps are simple in design and sturdy in construction. They can be quickly and easily installed and are
exceptionally dependable in service.

Two different designs of isolating gaps are listed to satisfy various requirements of mounting and application. For each
of these designs, standard spark-potential ratings have been established at 6 kV, 11 kV, and 14 kV rms. These ratings
are average values subject to about ±10% tolerance.

Ratings of the gaps are as follows:

Table  B.1—Gap Ratings

Primary Voltage
60 Hz Sparkover

(kV rms)
Impulse Sparkover 

(kV Crest)

2400 ungrounded 6 11

4160 grounded 11 17.5

4800 ungrounded 11 17.5

6900 ungrounded 15 25

8320 grounded 15 25

Higher 15 25
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B.2.3 Solution 3—Low-Voltage Sparkover Gap

Figure B.4—Schematic of Interconnection of Primary and
Secondary Neutrals Through Secondary Gaps

One utility is solving new complaints by separating primary and secondary neutrals with a low-sparkover voltage gap.
As shown in Fig B.4 , two gaps are connected in parallel. One gap, a porcelain spool with a 60 Hz dry-flashover rating
of about 5 kV, provides mechanical stability. The second gap, a modified photocell-type arrestor with a 60 Hz dry-
flashover rating of 1 kV, is used to grade the sparkover of the first gap. In addition, the secondary neutral is connected
to two earth grounds, and the primary neutral is connected to a third earth ground one span away. This arrangement
satisfies the requirements of the 1984 revisions to the NESC [B2].

A question arises regarding the likelihood of a primary fuse not operating for an internal transformer fault between
primary and secondary windings when a gap has been installed. Referring to Fig B.4 , primary-secondary fault current
flows only to earth because the normally open neutral gap is in the metallic neutral return circuit. However, as
secondary neutral potential rises during the phase-to-ground fault, voltage across the gap also rises and eventually arcs
across at about 1 kV, closing the gap and providing an additional path for the fault current.
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B.2.4 Solution 4—-Saturable Reactor

Figure B.5—Impedance Curve (60 Hz AC) for One Saturating Reactor

Another approach makes use of a saturating reactor for separating the grounded (neutral) conductors from the
grounding conductors, including the grounding electrode, at the building service entrance. Under normal conditions,
the reactor acts as the large impedance of a voltage divider. The voltage divider consists of the reactor in series with the
building grounding system. Since potential fault currents for the secondary are larger than for the primary, the
specifications for this application may be more stringent than for application of the same principle at the distribution
transformer.

This approach has the advantage of low cost of the device. However, since its function is dependent on complete
separation of grounding and neutrals within the service and separation of grounding systems between services,
installation may be difficult in some existing facilities.

NOTE  —  Devices for this approach have not received listing by Underwriter's Laboratories for such an application. The concept
has not been determined to be acceptable under the NEC [B6], therefore its use in the United States at this time cannot
be recommended unless approved by appropriate electrical inspection authorities on an experimental basis.

B.2.5 Telephone Sheath Continuity

All telephone companies contacted so far have indicated that the sheath must and is allowed to be broken
(discontinued). If this were not the case, the telephone sheath continuity could bypass the neutral device.
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